The crystal struCtures of jarosite and svanbergite have been refined, It Was revealed that geornetry of the sulphur tetrahedra in jarosite a.nd al11Di teisml.lchaffectedby theocta]le,;kal catJons...Thesulphur tetrahedra in. jarosi te expand neady to. ma::dm1ll11, and. they are comparable in size to tbose of phosphorus tetrahedra.
The siX refined crystalstrllctures of the alunite-type rnir'.eraJs, alunite,goyazite, crandaHite, woodhouseHe and these two minerals, are compared. It.. was found th11t jarosite which has. Fe octahedrahehavesiil ahexeeptional manner.
Introduction
Thealurnte-type structures are of mineralogical and crystallographicat interest on account of the many types of isomorphous substitutions shown by them. The minerals of this structure type are classified into the fonowing three groups:: (1) alunite group (sulphates), (2) woodhouSeite group (suJphate~phosphates or sulphatearsenates), and (3) crandaUite group (phospbatesOr arseriates).
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The crystal structures of jaros; te and svanbergite
The broad features of the alunite-type structures ha ye been known since ahmite, KAl~(SO.MOI-I)~,itself was studied by HendrickS (1937) Bradley and Steinfink(1965) . Kato ( , 1977 In Table 2 the final atomic coordinates are compared with reported \'alues. The calculated bond distances and angles with error are gi\ien in Table 3 
a.re hydroXyl. The hydroXy!s arrange in a plane which is roughly parallel ...to.. the(OOl} plane. .The remaining two .anions. areoxygens, lying on opposite sides of the layers of hydroxyls. The.octahedta form siX and three membered' rings; and the three avical oxygen" fromea.ch triad of octahedra form the base of phosphate,s\;liphate: or arsenate tetrahedralgrou.ps, with whkhthe oxygensare shared
The eryMa! structures of jarosite and svanbergite 424 (Fig. 1) . When a further octahedral network is added to the structure it is located so that two" triads of hydroxyls enclose" a site in which aiargercation such as. K+, Sr2+, PbH, Ce'+, Ca'+, Na+may be located in twe1vecoordinati011,
The remaining' anionS of interest are the apex Qxygens On each of the tetrahedral groups. These point alternately up and down the c-axis, projecting into the sixmembered rings of octahedrid hydroxyls, to which they are probably. lightly bdnded, by long hydrogen bonds. (1965) concluded that in the alunite structw:e ptotons would' be at xxz x=O.20 and z=O.U. Kiriyama (1965) determined the . . . distances or neighboring protoI1s in the alunite. structure by NMR data (Fig. 2) Inec117.G3A
Wangetal.
. . (Table 4 and Fig. 3 (a) and (b)). 
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The crystal structures of Jarosite and svanbergite (Fig. 3 (c) ).
The?, Stetrahedra (P and Sare disordered) in. the svanbergite structure are also: simiJatto those in.woodhouseite.The bonG.ltmgtbs from P, Sto tbe baSa!oxygen atoms are 1.493A, and that to the apical oxygen is lASS! (Fig. 3 (c») Centre of Kyushu University.
